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working with your deep cellular memories

You do not need to know any astrology to come for a consultation – nothing about planets,
signs of the zodiac or any of the other jargon. I will translate and interpret all of it for you,
report the results in ‘plain English’ and provide a recording.
My consultation sessions resemble counselling or coaching, but are based upon careful
examination of your complex astrological signature, a lens which provides me with a huge
amount of ‘inside’ information in advance of our session. It allows me to access the core
issues that underlie your personal questions. My methodology is one of depth analysis and,
despite the levity, fun and enjoyment, is not ‘off-the-cuff’.
Your astrology chart is a time-stop picture of the sky when you were born. It is a precise
mapping of the positions of the sun, moon and planets around you at the time and location
of your birth. A mapping for a different time or a different location would not be your natal
chart – it would actually describe someone else.
Nobody benefits if I read someone else’s astrology chart to you, so I offer two quite
different types of consultations: either I employ very exacting methods to confirm or
determine your precise time of birth or I ignore it altogether. One is called the ‘Day Chart’,
the other the ‘Timed Chart’. Let me explain:
The Day Chart provides a great deal of useful, practical and insightful information. We
would have a single session of about 2 hours discussing some of the principle players on
your inner stage – the group of impulses, motives or perhaps compulsions which are
completely natural to you, and which may either blend harmoniously or create inner
conflict. For example, your mind is one such player; feelings, courage, self-esteem and
creativity are others. I frequently identify capabilities and talents or patterns (mental,
emotional, and behavioural) which can lead either to misery or to happiness, depending on
how you play them. I like to discuss conscious choice and practical, helpful strategies,
current challenges and areas of growth.
As this computation excludes time of birth, the consultation loses some of the subtlety and
detail of the exactly timed chart. I would talk about your specific inner qualities, but I would
not know where they might express themselves in the outer world – in relationships, at
home, in career, through health issues, etc. This approach is an ‘in-depth introduction’ and
is less of an investment on both our parts. (£100)
The Timed Chart, drawn for the exact time of birth, goes to a much greater depth and
provides considerably more detailed information. Here there just isn’t any hiding –
everything about you is available. Your correct natal chart includes all your strengths,
talents, capabilities, long and short term learning lessons, your purpose and highest

potential. It can detail your childhood, parents, siblings, children, friends, lovers, partners,
bosses and co-workers and the relationship you are apt to have with each. It contains all the
information necessary for serious career, health, relationship, spiritual and values
counselling. Furthermore, it can show the challenges you are currently facing, how long they
are apt to continue, and a variety of coping strategies.
The Timed Chart requires considerably more astrological precision – the correct time of
birth to within 4 minutes. To find it, I would start with the best estimate of your birth time
and would apply my original (and as yet unpublished) methods of linking the chart’s data
with your physical features. This enables me to confirm the accuracy of your reported birth
time or to adjust the chart until it fits you like a cosmic mosaic.
This is a time-consuming process, generally involving two contact sessions and usually
considerable research time between them. A good set of photographs and a phone/Skype
conversation may replace the preliminary session, for work at a distance. If your correct
birth chart becomes clear to me easily, the fee would be at the lower end of the price range.
(£200 to £300) Sleuthing out a previously unknown time of birth is also possible, but is a
longer and therefore more costly process.
Follow-ups, Up-dates and Core Issue sessions can be very helpful for clarification, for
reinforcement, for chipping away at big issues, or for discussing current challenges (The
‘What’s Going On?’ session). Some people (or their issues or their current challenges)
benefit from repeat sessions to expand upon what was discussed previously or to plunge
more deeply into the vast sea of available information. You are welcome to return for
further astrological work at any time. (fees to be arranged)
Chart comparison sessions are also available and can be enormously interesting and
enlightening. For these I map two or more people’s charts onto each other to look at the ins
and outs of the relationships between/among them, the impact people have on each other,
perhaps the ‘sacred contract’ between them. This works for all kinds of relationships and
for family or business groups. (fees to be arranged)
Astro-Travel Adventures allow you to select your own ‘cosmic travel destination’. You
decide which part of yourself you would like to explore. Standard tours include: your
particular brand of intuitive perception (Jupiter), your happiness, self-esteem, money, your
own attraction principle (Venus), your mind and how it ticks (Mercury), and your particular
well-spring of courage, confidence, and assertiveness (Mars).
A great introduction to astrology and an ideal gift. A 60-minute session - £45.
I look forward to working with you astrologically. Please contact me with any questions you
may have.
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